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Sammie’s Friends: One Year Later
Cheryl Wicks

The sun is shining, spring is in the air, so much has happened at
Sammie’s Friend since our crisis last year, at this time, when we
were notified that Nevada County was going to send our animals
to Placer County and not renew Sammie’s Friends contract.
We were broken hearted and traumatized and
worried sick for the animals. Our community,
all of you, let it be known that this was not
acceptable to you. Sammie’s Friends had been
doing a great job (the euthanasia rate had been
reduced from 68% to less than 1%; 28,000
lives had been saved) and had changed the
way animals are treated in Nevada County.
As they say “Every cloud has a silver lining”
In this case that is surely true. Sammie’s
Friends is thriving and doing better than ever. This is good for
the animals and the community. There is a new sheriff in town.
We contract specifically with this department of the County.
We are confident that we will get the support we need from our
new sheriff. Sammie’s Friends and Animal Control are working
better than ever together.
Curt and I have replaced ourselves with two fabulous people,
Lorie Hennessey, Shelter Director and Liz Taylor, Finance
Director. We are so happy with our selection of these two
people. Their fresh ideas and enthusiasm are boundless and so
so welcome. Liz has developed a new shelter tracking system
called “Shelter Tracker”. This will replace the Pet Point system
which began as an expense of $3,000 per year to the County
and escalated to $15,000 per year. Shelter Tracker will be $31
per month and is so much easier to use. A new system was
a requirement of our contract. We are ecstatic with this new
program.
What will Cheryl and Curt be doing now? We are President
and Vice President of the Board of Directors. We administer
our community programs which are veterinary assistance for
animals in low income homes and our spay/neuter program
for community animals. We are major fundraisers for the
community programs we support and for Sammie’s Friends

contribution to the shelter operation. We couldn’t be happier
with our new arrangement. After 7 days a week non-stop for
many years we are happy to lead a bit more relaxed life.
We do, of course, miss Hank Weston,
outgoing Supervisor for District 4. Hank was
always there for Sammie’s Friends to help us
through our trials and tribulations. We have
every confidence that the new supervisor,
Sue Hoek, will be there to support Sammie’s
Friends should we need it.
We appreciated the support that we received
from Rick Haffey, the outgoing CEO. over
the years. He was always the voice of reason
when things were difficult. We are grateful,
also that Nevada County selected a great new CEO, Alison
Lehman, to carry on the leadership role. We have appreciated
Alison’s support in the past and will continue to do so.
Sammie’s Friends, through our new contract, receives more
money from the county to support the shelter. This helps us a
great deal. Over the years Sammie’s Friends was taking on more
responsibility and subsidizing the shelter to a back breaking
degree. We do not feel this onerous burden any longer. A big
thanks to Nevada County for picking up their share of the tab.
Sammie’s Friends still puts in $230,000 for medical care for the
shelter animals. Something we have done since 2004. We have
always had this commitment and that was to be our portion of
caring for the shelter animals.
Everything is coming up roses. Everybody is happy these days:
the animals, Sammie's Friends, Animal Control and our ever
loving animal community. All pulling together allows all of us to
do great things for the animals!
In hindsite we are grateful for the crisis of 2018. Everything got
better. Thanks everybody.
Cheryl Wicks is Co-Founder and President of Sammie's Friends

Sammies’ Friends Accomplishments:
* Reduced euthanasia rate from 68% to less than 1%
* In 2018 we spayed/neutered 2,022 community animals and 1,524 shelter animals.
* More than 28,000 animals saved since 2001.

Visit us at www.SammiesFriends.org
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Save Mart Dropped eScrip!
Unfortunately, on February 25, 2019, Save Mart stopped participating in the eScrip program. They stated a reason of “wanting
to focus directly on the relationship between our stores and their immediate community”! What a crazy reason to give when
that is exactly what the eScrip program allows them to do!!
The good news is that SPD and Mar Val (Sierra Market in Colfax) continue to participate and support our community!!
eScrip brings in a lot of money to help fund shelter and community animals. When you shop at SPD or Mar Val and are a
member of the eScrip program that store makes a 3% contribution to Sammie’s Friends in your name. There is absolutely no
cost to you!!
If you are registered, please remember to show your Community Card (or ask the cashier to enter your number at SPD) to have
your 3% contributions made. If you are not registered, let me do that for you! Call/email me with your name, number, and
email (530-701-7098 / joannecastles@gmail.çom). ALL INFORMATION IS CONFIDENTIAL!
We bring in $2,500 to $3,000 per month through eScrip but this will decrease by roughly $1,200 per month without Save
Mart’s participation. Sign Up! Shop SPD or Mar Val!
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ANNABELLE ROBBINS, A Double Threat!
Annabelle is no stranger to working in the front office; she spent 10 years working within the school system. So
when volunteering entered the picture, Annabelle knew exactly where she could help best – the front office!
So how did Annabelle get connected to Sammie’s Friends? Well it’s not surprising how it unfolded since she lives
down the street from Sammie’s Friends founder, Cheryl Wicks. “Cheryl
came down to my house and asked, “Do you want to volunteer in the front
office at Sammie’s Friends?”, the rest is history, notes Annabelle. She’s
been volunteering in the front office since Sammie’s Friends took over
running the shelter in 2010.
Not only does she volunteer at the shelter but for the last several
years she has also been volunteering at Sammie’s Nifty Thrift as well,
welcoming and helping customers looking for their bargain treasure.
Annabelle does it all, from answering phones, updating documents to
welcoming the public.
It’s no surprise that she chose to support animals as Annabelle shares her house with four dogs and one cat.
Three of her dogs are from Sammie’s Friends, as well as is her cat. When Annabelle brought home her ChiTerrier, Nina, she was a robust 16 pounds. The poor pup was really weighed down. As a runner, herself and
founder of the original Sierra Slo Pokes, Annabelle went to work on getting dear little Nina down to a healthier
weight. She is now a svelte 9-10 lbs and so much happier. “I knew Nina found her forever home when our cat,
Kramer, was bathing her.” Speaking of Kramer the cat…his skidding entrance into every room is how he got his
name, right after the character on Seinfeld. “Kramer doesn’t particularly like me; he’s super finicky.” But they
make it work!
Why does Annabelle volunteer? “It’s for the animals! I love working with the people and helping the animals!”
Well, Sammie’s Friends loves working with you, Annabelle!

SEPH SCHWINN, PURRfectly Happy Working with the Cats
Seph Schwinn will tell you that he may or may not be connected to the infamous Schwinn Bikes stating, “my
mom always said we are the walking Schwinns,” but what is for certain is that Seph is a dedicated cat volunteer
for Sammie’s Friends. Seph quietly works at the Kitty Kove every Wednesday and Friday, doing anything and
everything that will make our feline friends more comfortable, loved and socialized for adoption.
When he started volunteering four years ago, after relocating to Grass Valley, his wife
made him promise that he wouldn’t be bringing home cats. Seph’s response? “Well I
can’t promise that.” The owner of two cats Jake (from Sammie’s Friends) and Becky,
who came with their house and who is also known as LBK (Little Backyard Kitty),
hasn’t brought all the cats but he has done his part in recruiting folks to adopt. “The
best part of volunteering is “seeing the right adoption take place, it’s so heartwarming
to see.”
Another favorite part of volunteering is socializing a cat. Some cats come in
appearing to be feral but with time, patience and some love, many cats will come
out of their shell and respond positively. Seph enjoys watching the transformation
happen, like with Sergio, who now lets him pet him and Sergio seems to enjoy it too.

Seph socializing with Sergio in
the cat free roaming room

What Seph really likes about Sammie’s Friends is that it’s a big family who always
works together. Seph recalls the day a RV showed up at 4:45 p.m. (15 minutes before
closing) with 108 cats and 1 samll dog to surrender. “It was all hands on deck.” Both Sammie’s Friends and
Animal Control worked until 10 pm to get all those kitties settled in for the night. What does Sammie’s Friends
mean to you? “Compassion.” We agree, Seph!

Visit us at www.SammiesFriends.org
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Just Wait Until It’s Kitten Season!
One of the first things I heard when I started at Sammie’s Friends four months ago was: “Just
wait until it’s kitten season.” That leaves a lot to the imagination. Kitten season sounds great!
Lots of little kittens to snuggle with and hold close. Bring it on, right? Well in theory it may
sound great, but in reality we have a cat crisis here in Nevada County.
Sammie’s Friends has been doing its part in combating this crisis head on to reduce the
numbers. Since the “2019 Cat Crisis” Program, operated through Sammie’s Nifty Thrift, began
in February more than 200 cats have been spayed/neutered. Last year through the Cat Crisis
Program and Sammie’s Friends voucher program 1,500 cats were spayed/neutered. However,
as much as we like to say this will fully combat the problem, it hasn’t. In 2017, 456 kittens
were brought to Sammie’s Friends. In 2018, 399 kittens were brought to Sammie’s Friends.
The good news is that it decreased, the bad news is that it’s not enough given all the spaying/
neutering we have provided. There’s still more work to do! Already this kitten season we’ve
received 60 kittens and the total increases daily. Our goal is to continue to see a decrease
through the programs and efforts we make but we shall see; so fingers crossed!
So what can you do to help prevent kitten season? If you know of a cat that is not spayed/
neutered, help us get them fixed as soon as possible. You can call any local veterinarian
and let them know you are a part of the “2019 Cat Crisis” program and get your cat spayed
or neutered for free. Sammie’s Friends also provides spay/
neuter vouchers to low income residents of Nevada County
that can be picked up at the shelter. Be a voice and help
spread the word in your communities about the importance
of spaying/neutering. Be an advocate to help us continue to
decrease the numbers of kittens born each year. There are so
many wonderful cats right now that are in need of adoption
and a good home.
For the kittens that arrive every day, how can you help?
Become a foster! We need as many fosters as we can get. We
will help you set up to be the best foster parent. In many cases
it just takes a quiet place with feeding the mama, providing water and changing a litter box –
the mama does the rest! There are special cases where we need our fosters to step up and be
the mama, when there’s no mama cat. This requires special attention and bottle feeding. If
fostering is not up your alley, there are other ways to help. Donate items like Miracle Nipples,
canned or powdered KMR, Snuggle Safe heating pads, canned kitten food and receiving
blankets. Or just donate to Sammie’s Friends and let us know it’s in support of Kitten Season
and we will apply it to the greatest need.
To learn more about how to help, to be a foster or about other kitten season information,
please visit www.sammiesfriends.org/other-pet-resources/kitten-season.html. Or give us a
call at (530) 274-1955.
As they say with raising a child: it takes a village. Well, we feel the same when it comes to
handling the cat crisis.
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Taffy - The Shelter Watch Dog (whoops CAT)
Taffy came to the shelter in 2010 as the runt of her litter. She stayed with her foster mom
until she was 9 months old, then she came to the shelter and lived behind the counter for
the next 8 years. Once she established herself she became the CEO. Eventually all the cats
moved to the cat facility in 2015, but Taffy stayed behind. She just seemed to belong with all
of us (especially Cheryl and Curt). She took on a new role as the cat that we cat tested dogs
with. She did a good job, but after 3 years she had had enough of those canine beasts. She
then went to live at the Kitty Kove, which she detested and so she returned to her friends
at the "Dog House. One day in July 2018, Sherri showed up and it was a match made in
heaven. Taffy now lives happily with Sherri, Glen, and their two dogs, Scarlett and Phyllis.
Sherri says: Taffy joined our family last July, soon after our 15 year old tortie passed away. After a long and loud car ride home,
Taffy crawled into a cubby on the cat tree sent home with her. She pretty much stayed there the first few days, except at night
when it was obvious she was eating and using her cat box. She was initially confined to our office with a glass door so she could
watch our 2 dogs, Scarlett (9 year old greyhound) and Phyllis (8 year old poodle mix). When she was ready, we began leaving
the door open so she could explore on her own, mostly at night. As her confidence grew, we moved her cat box into the laundry
room next to the kitty door leading to the garage, and eventually into the garage. Taffy has transformed into a loving family cat,
with an unmistakable Tortie Attitude.
Taffy spends her days looking out the window at the birds, interacting and playing with her family, sunning herself and helping
Sherri with her computer work. She moves quickly for a big kitty, and runs to her food bowl when she decides it's mealtime.
She still eats low calorie kibble, but likes it sprinkled with Temptation treats. When I tried feeding her wet Sheba food, the
look she gave me clearly said, "How dare you!" Oh how well we remember that from her shelter days. Taffy is definitely an
independent woman with a mind of her own.
Taffy is a happy girl with her people Sherri and Glen and her dogs, Scarlett and Phyllis.

A Tail of Love and Rescue

by Dina Jacopi

Deep in the Grand Canyon, 10 miles from the nearest road, a pack of stray dogs called the canyon their
home. They were friendly, but kept their distance as they waited and hoped for scraps of food.
A small group of us went backpacking to Havasupai Falls in July 2013. We setup camp at the base of the falls near the
beautiful turquoise swimming holes. We soon discovered that we shared this little piece of paradise with a pack of stray dogs.
They were a mangey bunch of mixed breeds. They spent their days in the cool shadows of our tents and at night you can hear
them fighting over the nearby trash cans.
On our last day, the dogs were all sprawled out in the middle of our camp and we noticed a very sickly looking dog for the
first time. He was hiding under our picnic table. We began throwing leftover food to the other dogs, but noticed that the sick
dog didn’t budge. It was obvious that he didn’t feel well and also obvious that he needed medical attention. His body was a
mess, with patchy and missing fur, open sores, and bloody scabs all over his back and chest. It was heartbreaking to feel his
pain and without a second thought we were determined to help him. We made a leash out of a piece of rope and gently placed
it around his neck. He immediatly stood and began to follow our lead. Close up he seemed old. He was weak and tired and
had the saddest eyes we’d ever seen. It took all of his strength to walk with us the 2 miles to the village of Supai. We took a
break here to feed him and give him water, however, it was July and the canyon was heating up and we were still 8 miles
from our car. We knew in our gut that he wouldn’t have the strength to hike all the way out and the
only way back was on foot, by mule or by helicopter. We chose the latter and he quietly sat on our lap
as we flew over the canyon and back to our car.
We drove all the way home to Grass Valley and took him straight to the vet. We learned he was only
about 10 months old! We treated his mange, his secondary infections, and spent the next several
months nursing him back to health with lots of love and good nutrition. We named him Supai
and now affectionately just call him Pai Pai. He blended right in with our family of 3
other dogs, 6 cats and now 11 chickens. He loves everyone! He even went through
training to become a Therapy Dog and briefly spent time sharing his love at local
nursing homes here in Grass Valley. Pai Pai is now 6 years old and “Protector of
Our Realm”. He takes his job very seriously and enjoys patrolling our 5 acres each
night making sure to chase away any “unwanted” critters. He is the most loving,
smart, super handsome, and grateful dog we’ve ever known and we can’t imagine
our life without a Pai Pai dog.
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Sammie’s Friends; Making a Difference
Dr Molly Dinucci is a practicing veterinarian and co owner of Mother Lode Veterinary Hospital in Grass Valley.
She is also a busy mom of 4 and she took the time to answer a few questions on what Sammie’s Friends means to
the Veterinary community.
Why is Sammie’s Friends important to the veterinary community?
Sammies is a huge asset to the animals and veterinarians of Nevada county.
Without their help, many animals in our community would not receive the
medical and surgical care they need/deserve. So many animals come through
the local shelter with “fixable” medical conditions, but are unadoptable in
the current condition they are in. Without funding through Sammie’s, local
veterinary practices could not afford to provide the necessary medical care
for these animals . In addition, people who can’t afford to bring their pets to
see a veterinarian are able to with the help of Sammies. Sammies Friends is
invaluable to the veterinary community.
What would be the consequences if Sammie’s Friends didn’t exist?
If Sammie’s Friends didn’t exist, sick or injured animals that came through the shelter would likely have to be
euthanized. Most families are looking for a healthy pet to adopt, not one requiring significant medical care and
expenses at the time of adoption. Those animals that are in need of veterinary care, but have owners who cannot
afford to bring them in, would likely suffer if Sammie’s Friends did not contribute to the funding for their care. If
Sammie’s didn’t exist, these people would not have anyone to turn to for help, and their pets would not receive the
necessary medical care they need.
Have you worked in a county where there wasn’t an organization like Sammie’s?
Yes, I have, there were numerous situations where an otherwise healthy pet was brought in with a medical
condition, but the owner could not afford the required surgery. Sometimes the pet was euthanized because surgery
was just not affordable for the owner. In addition, many pets came in with “fixable” medical conditions, these
animals often went home without proper treatment, and suffered as a result. As a veterinarian determined
to “fix” or improve the quality of life of every animal that came through the door, it was devastating to have to
euthanize an animal that could be saved or watch them leave the hospital, knowing they were suffering because
their owner would not euthanize them, but could not afford their care. This was one of the most emotionally
difficult situations I have faced in my veterinary career.
Do you think Sammie’s Friends is unique in what they do?
Yes! I am in contact with a lot of my veterinary school friends and not one of them has an organization in their
community like Sammie’s Friends.
What are some example cases that Sammie’s Friends has helped with?
Poudre - as a puppy had a crushed pelvis, broken femur, and torn ligaments. Would have been put to sleep in
the majority of communities around our county. Sammie’s funded a full repair in this young pup, she was later
adopted, and five years later goes on 7 mile runs a day like nothing ever happened.
Stubbs - cat was found with a wire wrapped around his leg. It had been so long he needed a limb amputation.
Sammie’s funded the amputation and he was adopted out to a loving home. There are many many more
examples too numerous to list.
Is there a downside to Sammie’s Friends?
Ultimately, “no.” I do think some people take advantage of Sammie’s Friends. Sammie’s funds are to be reserved
for those who simply cannot afford the necessary medical care for their animals. I think many people out there
think that there is unlimited funds available. When Sammie’s contributes to a major surgery, the owner must
contribute as well for this reason. That being said, ultimately our goal is to better the life of the animal, and that is
what is happening.
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Did You Know . . . Tips And Tidbits That Will Make You And
Your Companion Animal Lives Better Together
Introducing A New Companion Animal Into The Home
Like people, every animal is different. The key is time and patience. Cats can take a while to adjust to their new
home, especially if there are other animals living there. If they are hiding out, feed them where they are hiding;
put their litter box near there as well. It can take sometimes as long as a month for them to adjust. Dogs may
adjust faster, but that doesn’t mean let them off leash or out on your unfenced property before they know you
or their new home. If you are uncertain if your dog is ready for off-leash life check with a trainer.

Toxic People Food
There are certain foods that you may be tempted to share with your
companion animal. Here is a list from the ASPCA.org of foods to avoid.
Many of these foods can cause serious illness and even death.
•
Raisins/ Grapes
•
Chocolate
•
Onions/ Garlic
•
Avocado in birds especially
•
ETOH (alcohol)
•
Macadamia nuts
•
Citrus
•
Raw Yeast Dough
•
Xylitol (artificial sweetener found in gum and other sugar free candies)

Diet
Cats cannot be vegetarians, they are obligate carnivores; in other words, if you feed a cat an exclusively vegetarian diet, they will die: they need to consume meat to survive. Dogs, although it’s challenging, can be fed a
vegetarian diet. Check with your veterinarian about proper nutrition.

Preventative Care
Vaccines: If you have a puppy and they have not been fully vaccinated (meaning all their first year boosters as
well) they should not be out in the general public. Many of the viruses that are prevented by vaccinations are
highly contagious and stay in the environment for a long time. Keep your puppy at home until your vet tells
you it’s ok to take them out.
Dental care: If your vet recommends a dental, your first thought may be “it’s too expensive”. The reality
is if you ignore dental disease, your dog or cat can suffer a multitude of physical ailments related to tarter
buildup and rotten teeth. Here are a few reasons to maintain good dental health to avoid: pain, difficulty
eating, infection, heart disease, kidney disease. Just to name a few.
Spaying and/or Neutering: The obvious reason is to prevent pet overpopulation, but there are a lot of
good reasons related to the health and behavior of your cat or dog. It can prevent reproductive cancers and
uterine infection which then requires emergency surgery; it also prevents your dog or cat from wandering off
looking for a mate, running the risk of getting hit by a car or getting lost or hurt.

This list is not by any means all-inclusive. For additional information, check
with your Veterinarian.
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YES, I want to make a difference in the lives of the animals in Nevada County! Sammie’s Friends is a nonprofit 501(c)(3)
organization that was created to raise veterinary funds for the animals at the Nevada County Animal Shelter and other
disadvantaged animals in our county. Our work is made possible by the generous donations of individuals like you. All
donations, big and small, are greatly appreciated. Checks may be submitted to the address below. Please visit our website
www.SammiesFriends.org to donate by credit card or text SAMMIE to 41444 for a link to our donation form. Thank you!
Name:

_______________________________________________________________________

Address:

_______________________________________________________________________

City, ST, Zip:

_______________________________________________________________________

Phone Number: ______________________

Donation Amount: ________________________________________

THANK YOU!
Sammie’s Friends - 14647 McCourtney Road, Grass Valley, CA. 95949
DOGS: 530-471-5041

CATS: 530-274-1955

EMAIL: info@sammiesFriends.org

Wildlife Rehabilitation & Release

Did You Know...
Lack of funds is not a
reason to leave your
cat or dog unspayed/
unneutered.
There are two low cost
clinics you can use:

Animal Spay and
Neuter Clinic:
530-889-8800

Wildlife Rehabilitation & Release is an organization dedicated
to the care, rehabilitation and release of injured and orphaned
wildlife of Nevada County and beyond. We started about 34
years ago. We are permitted through US Fish & Wildlife and
California Fish & Wildlife.

Bev Meyers, president
Our organization is an ALL volunteer organization and provides care for about 1,000 birds and small
mammals each year. If you have any wildlife that you find in distress, please call our 24-hour hotline
– 530-432-5522, or bring to our Wildlife Intake Center at 809 Maltman in Grass Valley. We are
always looking for volunteers.

Center for Animal Protection and Education (CAPE)
Established in 1992, the Center for Animal Protection and Education (CAPE)
has provided life-saving rescue and assistance to thousands of animals who
have special needs.The CAPE Animal Sanctuary in Grass Valley is home to
goats, pigs, chickens, horses, sheep, turkeys and donkeys, most who have
special needs. CAPE’s dog rescue program based in Santa Cruz, CA has rescued
and successfully placed thousands of dogs who at one time were at risk of
euthanasia. CAPE is also an advocacy organization. Our concept of compassion
extends to all sentient beings.

AnimalSave:
530-477-1706
For additional
financial support
you can call:
• For pitbulls,
huskys, chihuahuas,
and malamutes:

Melise at Pound
Puppy Rescue
530-272-1716
• For cats and other
breeds of dogs
pick up a voucher
at Sammie’s Friends
During “The Cat
Crisis 2019” call any
vet in Nevada County
and tell them you are
part of the Cat Crisis
program and would
like to have your cat
spayed/neutered for
free.

JP Novic, the founder,
with a CAPE donkey

Animal Place

Animal Place and Sammie’s Friends are neighbors! We are just 1 ½ miles down
the road from their shelter. For 30 years we have been rescuing and providing
permanent sanctuary – not for dogs and cats - but instead farm animals!
Our large-scale rescues are what I am especially proud of. Animal Place rescues
more animals than any other farmed animal sanctuary in the U.S. We save
about 3,000 hens from egg farms every year, rehabilitate them, and then find
them forever homes. In fact, our adopters go through a similar process just like
Sammie’s Friends adopters. They fill out an application, are interviewed, and pay
an adoption fee.

Wilbur & Kim

In fact, in three decades we have saved 31,636 animals from farms, slaughterhouses, research facilities, neglect,
and cruelty cases.
We are open to visitors 7-days-a-week. Come by for a guided or you can come for a self-guided tour of the
sanctuary. To register for a tour or to see what events are happening, visit our website at animalplace.org.

Sammie’s Friends provides medical care for the animals at the Nevada County Animal Shelter
and for other disadvantaged animals in Nevada County that would otherwise be euthanized or
continue to suffer. Sammie’s Friends also operates the Nevada County Animal Shelter.

Visit us at www.SammiesFriends.org

